
SYNETICS bulls ranking well on all major 
European bases

Real Syn

 It is still a focus for the SYNETICS breeding program to provide you
complete bulls on your individual home scale.

 We can proudly present you a very complete portfolio with unique bulls
and a wide range in the Top-50 ranking of every European Index.

ICO Spain

 SYNETICS is stronger than ever with 8 SYNETICS genomic bulls in the
Spanish Top 40. This includes Real Syn as #12 at 1345 ICO or Riverman
and Roller, both at 1337 ICO.

 We also proudly offer 3 bulls in the Top 30 proven ranking list, including
Gywer RDC at #3 position and Topstone at # 20.

Godja VG-86 , daughter of Topstone
Owner: Weser-Milch Lünschen KG, Büttel. 

Extremely successful breeding value estimation for SYNETICS!

PFI Poland

 SYNETICS has now 4 bulls in the Top 15 genomic bulls, Real Syn could 
raise his score to 169 gPF and arrived in place two of the top list.

 With Tustin we bring a new bull in the list at 168  gPF which started in 4th

pace.

 Crownmax is the highest proven B&W bull with 154 PFI in the SYNETICS
offer.

#2 NVI, #2 PFI

100% of Top 50

NVI Netherlands

 With 3 bulls in the top 10 NVI and Real Syn in #2 position at 399 NVI,
SYNETICS has been very successful in the NVI system.

 Feit Red P is in the Top 15 genomic R&W and shows his extra potential,
being a heterozygous polled bull.

 Summerlake & Topstone can be found in the Top 15 proven B&W sires
with daughters in Holland. Spark Red places #5 and Solito Red is the
highest proven R&W udder (117) bull.



PLI United Kingdom

 Rainow is still over 800 PLI and Real Syn & Salah can keep up with
this obstacle.

 With Topstone we can offer you a very complete, proven bull close who is
placed in the international Top 10 (698 PLI). Nacash and Topmodel are in
the top 80 with domestic daughters.

 Our elite Ranger sons, Promise Red and Rooney Red, landing strong in
the top UK Red genomic rankings, at 5th ( 733 PLI) and 7th place (732 PLI),
respectively.

 We can provide you 9 genomic bulls higher 2,0 TM, while Roman RF 2,51
TM is the highest.

 Solito Red is still the #3 for proven R&W type and Feet leg bulls in the
UK.

PFT Italy

 Our highest available genomic bull with 4989 PFT is Toolate, in total we can proudly provide you six bulls
over 4800 PFT.

 New released bulls, high on GPFT are Milosch (4913), Touchy (4874) and Real Syn (4754).

 Our highest Red genomic bulls are the 2 intriguing Ranger Red sons, Random Red and Rooney Red, both with
>4500 PFT.

Solito Red daughter group at Schau der 
Besten 2023

SYNETICS – The perfect fit 

NTM Scandinavia

 SYNETICS has achieved great rankings and can place 5 bulls in the Top-50 for genomic bulls. This includes
Turner at 42 NTM in #4 position; or Rainstar at 38 NTM. Also noteworthy are Rockwell at 37 NTM or Rapido at
36 NTM.

 Lenovo can be found in the Top-15 for proven bulls.

This is just a small excerpt from the interesting portfolio of SYNETICS. We will shortly be presenting our current
range of bulls in more detail here.


